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One of the principles most surely believed among us through the years has been that the Bible teaches 
us authoritatively and sets forth actions   required of us by: (I) explicit command (2) implicit commands, 
and (3) command by example.  Great preachers have used this principle through the years   with telling 
effect against error. 
Deductive logic starts with a general principle and proceeds to a specific conclusion. If the premises are 
valid   and   force   the conclusion the conclusion is inescapable. In deductive logic there is a necessity 
about the relationship between reason and conclusion The logicians Little, Wilson   and Moore state: 

"Before we can know that a conclusion reached by deduction is reliable, we must know   
that   the   premises   used are, true ... Finally, for a conclusion reached by deduction to 
be reliable, we must know that the inference is valid.  An inference is valid when and 
only when the premises force the conclusion. To put it another way, an inference is· 
valid when the conclusion necessarily follows from the premises" (Applied Logic, p. 67). 

Monroe Beardsley says: 
"When an agreement is valid, its premises are said to  'imply' (or  'entail') the conclusion. 
This relationship of implication is a fundamental idea in deductive logic " (Practical Logic, 
p. 213.). 

Thus we can see that the necessary inference is forced by the premises.  Furthermore, we can see that 
the  necessary  inference  is implied  in the  premises,  it is a part  of them,  it is entailed  in them.  For 
example, if we give these two premises: 

I. All men are mortal. 
2. John is a man. 

We have said in these two premises that John is mortal. You may not have realized it, but we said it. For 
the conclusion necessarily follows, it is implied in the two premises. 

There is a fine illustration in mathematics about the necessary inference.  Let us suppose that  
we take a certain  figure  which  we will call  figure  S,  and  we say it has the following  properties: 

I. It is a square. 
2. One of its sides is three inches in length. 

It is very important that   we realize that in saying these two things, we have also said that the perimeter 
of figure S is twelve inches.  To be sure many people may not be aware that we have said this latter 
truth since we said it implicitly in the first two statements, but whether they are aware or not, we said it.  
For since a square is a four-sided figure with all four sides and all four angles equal, and since the 
perimeter is the distance around the figure or the length of all its sides, then the irresistible conclusion is 
that these statements imply the conclusion that figure S is twelve inches in perimeter. 
Genesis 13: 1 says Abram and   his wife and Lot went up out of Egypt into the South. Now it is nowhere 
stated that Lot went into Egypt but we infer it and that necessarily so, for one cannot come out of a 
place into which he has never gone. 
Mark   1:10 says Jesus came up out of the water after he was baptized or immersed by John. It does not 
say that Jesus went down into the water but it necessarily implies that he did. 
Acts 17:30 says, "But now he commandeth men that they should all everywhere repent." Now we 
reason from this passage that since God commands all men to repent, and since we are a man, 
therefore, God commands us to repent. This is deductive logic whether we realize it or not. 
In Matthew 22:23-33 Jesus silenced the Sadducees by a brilliant stroke of logic. Jesus argued that God is 
not the God of dead persons but of living persons. But God is the God of Abraham and the God of Isaac 
and the God of Jacob. Therefore, Abraham and Isaac and Jacob are living persons. Why did this silence 
the Sadducees? Because it forever exploded their theory of non-existence after death. But does it prove 



the resurrection? It puts it beyond question, for if those who depart this life are not dead in the 
Sadducean sense but are still living, then a reunion with them in a future state is to be expected   and 
necessarily implied. Jesus gave the argument and the Sadducees were silenced by it. 
It   is very important to realize that what God implies in His word is His implication. It was implied in the 
Bible thousands of years ago. We may have seen the inference only today, but we did not create that 
truth today. God revealed his will and men read it today. We understand it by reason but it is not the 
product of human reason. 
We are not bound by human opinions, but we are most assuredly bound by God’s premises and God's 
implications in· those premises.  We are to use our reason to understand God’s implications. 
Some deny the authority of implicit commands. A writer in one of our papers has denied this.  He says 
we have divided over organs, cups, classes, grape juice on the Lord's Table, congregational cooperation, 
and orphan homes, ad infinitum and the problem is that we do not allow for intellectual errors, but have 
condemned people over human inferences and deductions. We wish to point out first   that the 
aforementioned writer admits we may use our reason to grasp commands of the Bible.  If we can use 
our reason to understand the literal commands in the Bible, why cannot we use that same reason to 
understand implicit commands? If we do not need implicit commands, upon    what   basis   would   the 
writer condemn organs in worship?   Or, would he? Was God justified in killing Nadab and Abihu  (Lev. 
10: 1-3) for their failing to follow God’s implications? Were the Sadducees in error in denying the 
resurrection? Why did Jesus not tell the Sadducees that the difference between him and them was only 
over "human inferences   and human deductions''? They were in error because they did not believe 
God's implication and inference in his word.  We fear that is where some are today. 
A thing may be authorized though not specified. For   example, a songbook is authorized but   not 
specified. But we must make sure that what we do is authorized by commands explicitly stated   or 
implicitly stated.  There   is only one lawgiver and   judge (James 4:12).  We have no right to set God’s   
laws aside.  "Be ye not foolish, but understand what the will of the Lord is" (Eph. 5:17). "Whereby, when 
ye read, ye may understand my knowledge in the mystery of Christ" (Eph.  3:4) 
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